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Meet Colin, male chauvinist pig 
National Pig Day is nigh. Susan de Muth tells the cautionary tale of a couple whose pet enthusiasm changed their lives 

AS HE swaggers across the lounge, 
shouldering Hilary out of his way, it 
is clear that Colin is a male chauvinist 
pig. Those who share this Essex 
semi-detached house with him 
confirm the worst: he is selfish, 
greedy. destructive. even violent. His 
emotional life is lost to him and he 
meets Hilary's loyal gaze with eyes 
of flint, stretching out on the sofa 
with a grunt. Colin has no concept of 
a sharing relationship, no notion of 
equality. and the only time he pays 
his partner any attention is when he 
wants to satisfy his own needs. 

"He was so sweet when he was 
little," say Colin's owners. Kay and 
Geoff Stewart. "The problems with 
his personality really started when 
Hilary arrived. He sulked under the 
sofa for days. He was definitely 
jealous.'' 

There is no way Colin, or Hilary, 
would fit under the sofa now. 

The Ministry of Agriculture 
estimates that more than 200 
Vietnamese pot-bellies are kept as 
domestic pets in houses and flats. 
Although they are widely advertised 
as a miniature breed, many owners 
soon discover they have taken on 
more than they bargained for. As big 
as rottweilers, with vast double chins 
and bristly bags of pendulous fat 
reaching the carpet, Colin and Hilary 
take up most of the available floor 
space in the Stewarts' sitting room 
when they relax on the fawn carpet 
in front of the television. Geoff, an 
antique-map restorer, confesses that 
there is a very little he can do about 
it if they refuse to budge; he can't 
pick them up any more and ''If you 
push them they just push back." 

"We still love Colin," says Kay, 
like the disappointed parent of a 
teenage delinquent, "but I did expect 

him to turn out a little differently." 
Nine months ago, when Kay and 
Geoff bought Colin for £175, he was 
the same size as their toy poodle, 
Dennis. He used to play with Dennis, 
skipping round the lawn on his little 
black hooves. He was house-trained 
within three days, could be taken for 
walks on a lead and slept indoors in 
a basket; he was cheerful, 
entertaining and amenable. Seven
year-old Zoe used to cuddle Colin on 
her lap in the evenings and the parrot 
began to snort. Kay and Geoff, great 
animal lovers, congratulated 
themselves on having found the 
perfect family pet and bought Hilary 
three weeks later. 

'We still love Colin,' 
says Kay, like the parent 
of a teenage delinquent, 
'but I did expect him to 

tum out a little 
differently' 

"That was definitely a mistake," 
Kay recalls. "It upset Colin and, to 
be frank, Hilary didn't have much to 
offer. She was always . well, 
piggy. We house-trained her and she 
lived indoors but all she was 
interested in was food." Whereas 
Colin's "blue" hue lends him a 
certain mystique, Hilary's pink flesh 
shows every red scab and scale. 

'Kay and Geoff pinpoint the arrival 
of Hilary as a psychological crisis 
point for the young Colin. When he 
finally came out from under the sofa, 
he had changed. ''He had turned 
against us in some way,'' Geoff says. 
·'A part of him was lost to us forever.
He used to like a game of football or

a romp in the garden with me, but 
now he most! y hangs around the 
house looking moody and resentful. 
As a piglet he was very obedient but 
recently he does exactly as he pleases: 
he can open the garden gate and if he 
fancies a walk he just takes off; he 
helps himself to our sweets when 
we're watching television. If you 
thwart him he can turn quite nasty -
we had a new kitchen fitted the other 
day and Colin came in to have a nose 
in the cupboards; when we told him 
to get out he took the edge of the new 
Iino in his mouth, looked up at us 
with a very sinister expression, and 
then tore off a big strip. He was af
fectionate before, he used to kiss us 
with his snout - not any more. The 
only living thing he seems to care for 
is the rabbit. Colin's very gentle with 
her; she sometimes jumps up on his 
back and he carries her around." 

Colin has never displayed any such 
tenderness for Hilary. "He's horri
ble to her," says Kay, "but she's 
devoted to him - she follows him 
everywhere, even down the road 
when he gets out. He butts her aside 
if she gets in his way, but most of the 
time he just ignores her.'' 

Colin's tiny eyes are lost in the fur
rows of frowning ridges over his 
brow and his hair is a coarse brush 
when I stroke him. He is chewing my 
shoe laces but I feel it would be un
wise to protest. There is nothing 
''cute'' about this mature boar. It is 
at this stage that many owners give 
up their erstwhile pets: "Free to a 
good home, adult Vietnamese pot
bellied pigs. No time wasters." reads 
an advertisement in Adscene, a Kent 
local paper. Zoos and show fanns are 
frequently asked if they can take in 
an unacceptably large pot-bellied 
hog. For Geoff, however, Colin's 

"grotesque beauty" remains a source 
of fascination. 

Changes have been necessary in the 
home to accommodate Colin and 
Hilary. 

An area in the hallway was com
mandeered by Colin as his sleeping 
space; anything placed in it by human 
hands is torn to shreds. Though 
generally moody, the pigs occasional
ly have a burst of high spirits 
sometimes with disastrous conse
quences. "If they're feeling merry 
they bounce about a bit," says Geoff. 
"and crash into things." Geoff has 
constructed a small brick wall along 
one side of the sitting room where the 
china cabinet has been placed out of 

'He turned against us in 
some way,• Geoff says. 
'As a piglet he was very 
obedient, but recently he 

does exactly as he 
pleases' 

reach, along with the stereo and other 
fragile items. 

Outside the French windows, a 
vista of churned mud is all that 
remains of the bright green lawn. The 
pigs' hooves have destroyed all the 
grass. "It would be better all round 
if they spent more time outside," says 
Kay, "but they refuse to stay there. 
People say pigs are dirty but these 
aren't - they hate mud. They go out 
to the toilet but then they're squealing 
and knocking at the door to come 
back in. They're in the sitting room 
most of the time,·' she adds with a 
brave smile. 

Because they are a relatively new 
pet in Britain, there is some concern 

that keepers of Vietnamese pot
bellied pigs are not as informed as 
they should be. The Ministry of 
Agriculture warns prospective 
owners that they should be fully 
aware of all the pig's needs before 
they buy one. They need routine 
maintenance (hooves and tusks must 
be regularly trimmed) and, above all, 
exercise. Some breeders warn 
customers that their pig will grow to 
a size where a large garden is a 
necessity. others do not. They can be 
walked on a leash like dogs, but in 
July last year the Movement of Sows 
and Pigs Order was amended to 
include "pet" pigs, requiring owners 
to obtain a licence before taking them 
for v.:alks on specified routes where 
there could be no risk of their 
carrying disease to commercial stock. 
The National Farmers' Union is still 
concerned that pigs bought and sold 
as domestic pets are not easily 
monitored and more legal restrictions 
on keeping them may be imposed. 

Despite their problems, Kay and 
Geoff intend to persevere with Colin 
and Hilary and hope, before long. to 
hear the patter of tiny hooves. They 
are discovering ways round most 
tricky situations and nowadays, when 
Colin looks as though he's on the 
brink of shouting, "Four legs good! 
Two legs bad!", Geoff usually finds 
he can placate him with a bowl of 
strong brown ale. 

(From The Independent) 
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